
Notes Math-1600-es31 2016 Deember 2

Di�erential equations

A di�erential equation is an equation with di�erentials or derivatives in it. Here are three examples of

di�erential equations:

f ′(x) = 3f(x);

dy

dx
= 3y;

dy = 3y dx.

In fat, these three examples are all basially equivalent. If you are given the �rst of these, then you should

make up a name for f(x), say y, and turn the �rst equation into the middle one. And in the middle equa-

tion, you should lear frations to turn it into the last one. (But any of these might be the original form,

depending on how the equation is thought up in the �rst plae.)

To atually solve this equation, you an use the tehnique of separation of variables. After reah-

ing the last equation, notie that x only appears on the right-hand side but y appears on both sides. If

you divide both sides by y, however, then y appears only on the left-hand side. (If y = 0, then dividing

by y is invalid; I ll ome bak to that later.) Then the variables are separated:

dy

y
= 3dx.

(If you re ever unsure whih side to put whih variable on, then try to put the di�erentials in the numera-

tors of any frations. In this example, 1/dx = 3y/dy would have the variables separated just as muh, but

it would be less useful, beause the next step, below, wouldn t work.)

Now take the inde�nite integral of eah side of the equation:

w dy

y
=

w
3 dx;

ln |y|+ C1 = 3x+ C2;

ln |y| = 3x+ C2 − C1.

Eah integral gives an arbitrary onstant, and I subtrated to put them both on the right-hand side. How-

ever, sine C2 − C1 ould itself be any onstant, you an just write this as

ln |y| = 3x+ C.

In pratie, you an skip the other steps with onstants and just remember to tak a onstant onto the

last integral in the equation.

We re not �nished; this equation is no longer a di�erential equation, but it also hasn t been solved for

anything. If we want to solve it for y, then we still need to do some algebra to get y by itself on its side of

the equation:

|y| = e3x+C
;

y = ±e3x+C
.

(If you re given an equation in x and y, then it s a good bet that they want you to solve for y; if you re

given an equation like the �rst example with a funtion in it, then it s a good bet that they want you to

solve for the funtion. But in priniple, you ould solve any of these equations for x instead.)

There is one mistake here, whih is the step where I divided by y. If y = 0, then this is invalid. Fur-

thermore, if y = 0 always, then the equation is true, beause then both sides of the original equation (in

any of the three forms) are 0. (This sort of speial exeption is fairly ommon with di�erental equations.)

So a omplete solution is

y = ±e3x+C
or y = 0.
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You an make the �nal solution look a bit nier by writing ±e3x+C
as ±eCe3x and then making up a name

for ±eC , say P . Sine eC ould be any positive number, P ould be any positive or negative number; the

exeption y = 0 is aptured by P = 0. So the niest form of the �nal solution is

y = P e3x,

where P is an arbitrary onstant. (However, you shouldn t always expet to be able to do a simplifying

trik like that.)

Of ourse, if the original form of the equation is the �rst example, then you should write this solution

as f(x) = P e3x.)

Initial-value problems

An initial-value problem onsists of a di�erential equation together with enough data to determine the

arbitrary onstants. Here are three examples of initial-value problems:

f ′(x) = 3f(x), f(0) = 5;

dy

dx
= 3y, y|x=0 = 5;

dy = 3y dx, y|x=0 = 5.

Again, these three examples are all basially equivalent; if y = f(x), then y|x=0 means f(0).
There are two ways to solve an initial-value problem. One is to ignore the initial value and just solve

the di�erential equation, at �rst. In this example, that gives us

y = P e3x,

as you ve seen. Then you put in the given values, whih in this ase gives

5 = P e3(0).

Now you an solve for P :

5 = P (1);

P = 5.

Therefore, the �nal answer to the initial-value problem is

y = 5e3x.

Another tehnique is to solve the entire problem at one with the help of semide�nite integrals. Be-

sides the de�nite integral

r b

a
f(x) dx and the inde�nite integral

r
f(x) dx, there is also a semide�nite in-

tegral

r
a
f(x) dx. While the de�nite integral works out to a spei� value (as long as f , a, and b are spe-

i�ed), the inde�nite and semide�nite integrals still have the variable x in them. On the other hand, while

the inde�nite integral depends on an arbitrary C, the de�nite and semide�nite integrals don t have this.

So the semide�nite integral �ts in between the other two kinds.

Here is one way to de�ne it: w
x=a

f(x) dx =
w x

t=a
f(t) dt.

That is, introdue a new variable t and use the old variable x as the upper bound of a de�nite integal.

The Seond Fundamental Theorem of Calulus,

w b

x=a
f(x) dx =

Ä

w
f(x) dx

ä

∣

∣

∣

b

x=a
=
Ä

w
f(x) dx

ä

∣

∣

∣

x=b
−
Ä

w
f(x) dx

ä
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,
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also tells us how to evaluate semide�nite integrals:

w
x=a

f(x) dx =
w
f(x) dx−

Ä

w
f(x) dx

ä

∣

∣

∣

x=a
.

In other words, work out the inde�nite integral as usual; then, instead of evaluating this at two values of

the variable before subtrating, evalute it at one value and keep the variable in the other expression (then

subtrat).

Let s solve the example

dy = 3y dx, y|x=0 = 5

using semide�nite integrals. Again, separate the variables:

dy

y
= 3dx.

Now instead of taking inde�nite integrals of both sides, take semide�nite integrals, using the initial value

to guarantee that you re doing the same thing to eah side even though it s being done using di�erent vari-

ables. In this ase, sine y = 5 when x = 0, a semide�nite integral starting at y = 5 is the same operation

as a semide�nite integral starting at x = 0, so

w
y=5

dy

y
=

w
x=0

3 dx.

Evaluating these using the ft gives

ln |y| − ln |5| = 3x− 3(0).

So ompared to the integration without the initial value, the di�erene is that we know whih spei� on-

stants to use in eah integral. Now again, solve for y to �nish:

ln |y| = 3x− 0 + ln 5;

|y| = e3x+ln 5
;

y = ±5e3x.

This is not ompletely perfet, beause of the ±, but we an �gure this out by heking whether y really

is 5 when x = 0; this will only be true if the sign is +. Finally, sine we did again divide by y while solv-

ing this, hek to make sure that y is never zero in the solution; it s not, so the �nal answer is

y = 5e3x.

Of ourse, this is the same solution as we got before, but this time we got the entire solution all at

one without having to �rst get a solution with an arbitrary onstant and then solving for the onstant.

You may solve intial-value problems using whihever method you prefer.
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